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This invention relates to strapping supports and in 
particular to strapping supports useful about the arms, 
ankles, wrists, legs and other areas of the anatomy re 
quiring support and relief. 

In general, wrist supports and other body area supports 
are fabricated of cotton fabrics and the like which re 
quire taping with adhesives and other types of fasteners 
such as buckles, clamps, pins, clips and the like and must 
be slowly applied to the various areas to assure the proper 
fitting, pressure and no slippage. If the support is not 
properly applied it requires the removal thereof and a new 
procedure of wrapping and taping to replace the former 
strapping. All of this is time-consuming, uncomfortable 
and rather expensive. Further, many of these strappings 
are rigid so that no real freedom of movement is capable, 
and they tend to create undue heat and Sweat, all to the 
discomfort of the user. 

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide an 
improved strapping support for the human anatomy, es 
pecially about the arms, wrists, legs and ankles. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a strapping 
support which is easily and conveniently taped about the 
support area and firmly adhered thereto, without the usual 
hardware and tape for adhering the support to the area 
to be supported. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a strapping 

support which renders the support area flexible and per 
mits free and easy breathing therefrom. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a strapping & 
support which avoids sweat and moisture about the Sup 
port area and maintains a degree of coolness, all to the 
comfort of the wearer of the Support. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide a 

strapping support which is non-slipping, durable, economi 
cal to make, use and wear, non-constricting, easily con 
formed to the support area, quickly applied and removed, 
washable and re-usable. 

Other objects and advantages will become readily ap 
parent from a reading of the specifications and a study of 
the accompanying drawings and wherein: 
FIGURE 1 shows in perspective the support strapping 

according to the invention. 
FIGURE 2 shows a view through the line 2-2 of FIG 

URE 1. 
FIGURE 3 shows a view through the line 3-3 of FIG 

URE 1. 
FIGURE 3A shows a view through the line 3a-3a of 

FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 4 shows in perspective a fragmented portion 

of the support strapping fabric and particularly to the 
weave of the various fibers which make up the strapping. 
FIGURE 5 shows in perspective the support strapping 

as it is wrapped around a body portion to sustain and 
provide support thereto. 
Now describing the invention, there is shown in FIG 

URES 1 to 3 a Support strapping 1 comprising an elongated 
flat woven fabric rectangular base 2 coated or laminated 
with a layer 3 of polyurethane compound. There is ad 
hered to the laminated side of the base at one extremity 
thereof a special fabric or nylon tape member 4 having 
relatively heavy gauge nylon fibers attached thereto and 
integrated therewith in the form of hooks 4a and repre 
senting one member of a fastening pair for purposes of 
producing a bonding or adhesive effect on the support 
strapping when operatively supporting the support area to 
be affected. 
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On the fabric side of the base 2 intermediate the ex 

tremities there is adhered a pair of spaced elongated rec 
tangular relatively small fabric or nylon base strap mem 
bers 5, 6, the adhesion to the fabric base 2 taking place 
at one of their extremities as shown in FIGURE 3A, the 
same in each case, leaving the remainder of the straps free 
to move pivotally about the adhered end and relative to 
the base 2, and without affecting the elastic characteristic 
of base 2. Further, the straps have woven thereto in 
closed loop forms 6a relatively fine gauge elastic nylon 
fibers which conveniently and effectively engage the hooks 
4a of the tape member 4 when operatively engaged in 
creating a fastening effect to the support strapping, when 
the strapping is wrapped about the support area. 

In FIGURE 4 there is particularly shown a sectional 
ized portion of the fabric base 2 and is essentially com 
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posed of twisted yarn or cotton 10 extending in the warp 
or longitudinal direction with strands of crimped nylon 
fibers 11 interposed and spaced therebetween at discrete 
intervals in the same direction. Transverse to the warp 
direction fibers there is woven cotton yarns 12 to complete 
the fabric base. The fabric is then made to undergo a 
shrinking process, as for example by washing, to permit 
the fabric to have a stretch characteristic by virtue of the 
twisted yarns in the warp direction and with no attendant 
stretch in the transverse direction. The insertion of the 
elastic nylon fibers assures strength qualities in the stretch 
or longitudinal direction of the fabric during its use as a 
Support. 
The coating or lamination of the polyurethane to the 

fabric base previously mentioned permits the support to 
retain its Soft, cool and comfortable qualities heretofore 
not available by the use of the fabric alone, while also per 
mitting the elastic or stretch to remain in the fabric base. 
This quality of the polyurethane not affecting the stretch 
in the fabric assures a sturdy and effective strapping sup 
port and allows it to be easily and conveniently applied to 
any area requiring such support without being concerned 
as to the size of the area. For example, in the use of 
such support about the wrist, the wrist size is not pertinent 
since the Support can be easily stretched and fitted to the 
area of the Wrist in question, as shown in FIGURE 5. 

It may be appreciated that although cotton and nylon 
elastic yarns have been shown other elastic yarns may be 
used such as rubber yarns and any of the synthetic fibers 
in present day use. 

Having described the invention what is claimed is: 
1. A strapping support for a support area comprising, 
(a) an elongated elastic fabric base having twisted 

fibers pre-shrunk in the warp direction with crimped 
elastic Synthetic fibers interposed therebetween at 
Spaced discrete intervals and fibers woven transverse 
to the twisted and crimped fibers, 

(b) a polyurethane layer coated to the said base and 
integrated therewith, and 

(c) dual Securing means comprising spaced parallel 
longitudinally extending strap members having closed 
loops woven therein, each strap being adhered to one 
end only to the fabric base layer intermediate the 
ends thereof, a tape member adhered to the poly 
urethane layer at one end thereof and including hook 
members for cooperative engagement with the loops 
of Said strap members when the support is confined 
to the support area. 

2. A strapping support according to claim 1 and where 
in the fibers are cotton. 

3. A strapping Support according to claim 1 and where 
in the fibers are rubber. 

4. A strapping Support according to claim 1 and where 
in the synthetic fibers are nylon. 

5. A strapping support according to claim 1 and where 
in the Securing means includes interlocking fiber members 
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attached to the said base and polyurethane layer and dis 
posed to become secured when the support is confined to 
the Support area. 

6. A strapping support according to claim 5 and where 
in the said interlocking fiber members are hooks and loops 
shaped and disposed to interlock when in contact. 

7. A method for making a strapping support for a sup 
port area comprising, 

(a) weaving a fabric base of twisted pre-shrunk fibers 
in the warp direction with crimped synthetic elastic 
fibers interposed therebetween at discrete intervais 
and fibers extending in the transverse direction, 

(b) laminating the fabric base with a coating of poly 
urethane, and 

(c) adhering fastener straps to the fabric and adher 
ing a complementary fastener tape to the polyure 
thane layer, said fastener straps including interlock 
ing fiber members secured to said fabric base for 
cooperative engagement with the fastener tape sec 
cured to the polyurethane layer to permit the ad 
herence of the support to the support area. 

8. A method for making a strapping support according 
to claim 7 and wherein the twisted fibers are cotton. 
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4. 
9. A method for making a strapping support according 

to claim 7 and wherein the twisted fiber is rubber. 
10. A method for making a strapping support according 

to claim 7 and wherein the synthetic fiber is nylon. 
11. A method for making a strapping support accord 

ing to claim 7 and wherein the fastener includes a pair of 
interlocking fiber members disposed to become secured 
when the support is confined to the support area. 

12. A method for making a strapping support accord 
ing to claim 11 and wherein the said interlocking fiber 
members are hook and looped shaped and disposed to in 
terlock when in contact, 
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